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In the present paper an initial-value solution of the scattering function in the 
searchlight problem is presented for finite, vertically inhomogeneous atmospheres 
with anisotropic scattering in slab geometry. With the aid of the integral operator 
method, the Riccati type of the nonlinear integro-differential equation for the scat- 
tering function is found in the case of the underlying diffuse reflector. Furthermore, 
it is shown that an invariant imbedding approach to the searchlight problem in 
cylindrical geometry provides a nonlinear integro-differential equation for the scat- 
tering function. Finally, it is pointed out that the method of successive orders of the 
surface reflection is useful for the approximate solution. (1’ 1986 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
On extending the method of invariance principles to the diffuse reflection 
problem of a narrow pencil of radiation by a semi-infinite, plane-parallel 
and homogeneous medium with isotropic scattering, Chandrasekhar [ I] 
obtained first an integral equation for the scattering function in a system of 
three-dimensional cylindrical coordinates. Lenoble [2] applied the expan- 
sion procedure in a series of spherical harmonics to the problem of 
radiative transmission in an infinite, homogeneous and isotropically scat- 
tering medium, illuminated by an isotropic point source. Making use of 
some techniques of functional analysis, Preisendorfer [3] examined the 
solution of the point source problems in radiative transfer theory in dis- 
crete space. On starting with the three-dimensional transfer equation of the 
searchlight beam in slab geometry, Romanova [4, 51 found the equation 
of the moments, which enabled her to estimate the space structure of 
light. Furthermore, based on the generalized invariance principles, 
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Romanova [6] performed the small-angle approximation to the moment 
equation in the case of the strongly elongated phase function. 
Thereafter, the searchlight problem has been studied by several authors 
with the aid of the invariant imbedding method. The case of stationary 
searchlight illumination was treated by Bellman et al. [7, 8, 91 in two- and 
three-dimensional slabs. The transit time of diffuse reflection has also been 
taken into consideration and the horizontal change of the optical proper- 
ties was assumed (cf. Bellman et al. [lo]). In a recent paper (cf. 
Ueno [ 11 J) it has been shown how to effectively apply the invariant 
imbedding approach to the initial-value solution of diffuse reflection for the 
searchlight problem, allowing for the vertical inhomogeneity and time 
dependence. 
By means of Fourier and Laplace transforms, Matsumoto [ 12, 131 has 
dealt with the nonstationary two-dimensional slab model and furthermore 
has used the Cauchy system for the searchlight scattering and transmission 
functions in the three-dimensional inhomogeneous lab, allowing for the 
transit time and the relaxation of emission. On extending the invariant 
imbedding to the case of three-dimensional slab, cylindrical, and spherical 
geometries, Uesugi and Tsujita [ 141 have also found an initial-value 
solution for the scattering function of the searchlight problem. 
Furthermore, Rybicki [ 151 has presented an integral equation for- 
mulation of the reduced transport problem in the case of the plane- 
stratified slab with an internal source. The searchlight problem was reduced 
to one with an internal source for the diffuse radiation field. In the finite 
slab the scattering and transmission functions for the Fourier components 
were reduced to the modified Chandrasekhar’s X and Y functions, whose 
numerical simulation was achieved via the kernel approximation. 
In recent years, via the Fourier transforms, Weinmann [16] has dealt 
with the effects of multiple scattering on light pulses reflected by turbid 
atmosphere, i.e., the time-dependent searchlight problems in which a num- 
ber of examples were numerically simulated. 
It is of interest to mention that in a recent monograph (cf. Lenoble [ 17)) 
the review of several methods in radiative transfer for horizontally 
inhomogeneous atmospheres and non plane-parallel atmospheres was 
presented consistently, allowing for the searchlight problem. 
An aim of the present paper is to show how effectively the integral 
operator method permits us to get a nonlinear integro-differential equation 
for the scattering function of the searchlight problem in a finite, vertically 
inhomogeneous, ansitropically scattering slab atmosphere bounded by the 
diffuse reflector. Furthermore, via the invariant imbedding method an 
initial-value solution of the scattering function for the searchlight problem 
was presented in the above vertically inhomogeneous atmosphere bounded 
by the diffuse reflector in cylindrical geometry. 
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It will be discussed later how to compute numerically the Riccati-type 
equation with the aid of the high-speed electronic computer. It is shown 
that the method of finite orders of the surface interaction may provide us 
the approximate numerical solution. 
2. BASK EQUATIONS 
In a Cartesian system of rectangular coordinates XYZ, we discuss the 
searchlight problem for finite, plane-parallel, and vertically inhomogeneous 
atmospheres bounded by the diffuse reflector. 
Let the Z axis be chosen so that it passes through the point of incidence 
at the top I = :, and is normal to the plane-parallel stratified atmosphere; : 
is measured upward from the bottom of the atmosphere, I = 0. Suppose a 
pencil of radiation of infinitesimal cross section, but of finite net flux nF per 
unit area normal to itself, is falling on the top of an inhomogeneous, 
anisotropically scattering atmosphere bounded by the diffuse reflector. 
Furthermore, let 0(0 6 0 < rc) and &O < Q < 27~) denote. respectively. the 
polar angle of the pencil of radiation and the azimuthal angle. In the 
problem under consideration the specific intensity, I. at a point in the 
medium depends not only on its position (x, J’, :) but also on the direction 
through the point, i.e., (p, d), where p( - 1 d p < 1) is the cosine of an 
inclination and 4 is the azimuthal angle. Then, the intensity of radiation I 
is expressed in the form Z(x, .v. I; p, 4). 
We shall denote by 1(x, J, ;; p, d) the specific intensity of radiation at the 
point (s, y, :), directed toward the upper boundary : = :, . and similarly by 
I(.& J’, z; -P, 4) the intensity directed toward the lower boundary 2 = 0. 
The polar angle &J = cos-‘p and the azimuth ~5 are measured, respectively. 
from the outward normal of the upper boundary and the .K axis. 
The equation of transfer appropriate to the present case takes the form 
where ~(2) and a(=) are the vertically inhomogeneous. monochromatic 
volume attenuation and scattering coefficients, respectively, and further- 
more the source function z is expressed in terms of the phase function ; 
and specific intensity I as 
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Equation (1) should be solved subject to the boundary conditions given by 
where 6 is the Dirac delta function and A is the ground albedo less than 
(or equal to) unity. 
The solution of Equation (1) with the boundary conditions, Eqs. (3) and 
(4), provides the total radiation field, i.e., the directly transmitted radiation 
and the diffusely scattered radiation. Let the two-by-two matrix be denoted 
by 
where 
r++(Q,Q’)=y(+P,4; +$,#‘I, 
Y + --(Q, a’) = 14 +p, 4; -p’, d’), 
Y- +w, a’)=?(-p, 4;+p’, d’), 
y--(l2,R’)=y(-p,~; -p’,qY). 
(6) 
Based on the reciprocity principles with respect to the angular arguments, 
we have 
Y ++- ~~- - Y , 
.,+--_ -+ 
1 -Y . 
Furthermore, we have the normakation condition 
1 +I 
s i 
2n 
z -1 
y(Q, Sz’) dQ’ = 1. 
0 (8) 
3. INTEGRAL OPERATORS 
Let the two-by-two integral operators with respect to the angular 
arguments over (13, 4) at level I be denoted by 
M(z, Q) = 
( 
M++(z,Q) M+-(Z,Q) 
M-+(z,Q) M- -(z-,Q) > ’ 
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where the basic operators are defined by 
+ a(z); + +(a sz’)] f(P) dfl’. (10) 
M+~(I,R).-~(~‘)=~~~~~+~ (f&Q’)J’(Q’,dl2’, (11) 
-a(z); (f2. f2’)] fin’) dQ’. (13) 
where &2’ = dp’ dq+’ and 6(Q - Q’) = 6(~ - ,B’) S(d - 4’). 
In the above equations the definite integration with respect o R’ over 271 
is carried out with respect o $ over (0, 1) and then with respect o 4’ over 
(0: 27~). On making use of Eq. (9), the equation of transfer (1) is rewritten 
in the vector form 
where I(r, Q) is the specific intensity of radiation at point r in the direction 
defined by the unit vector R, and 
+ tan f3 sin cp $jIr, Q). (15) 
On developing the integral operator method (cf. Ueno and Wang [IS]), 
we show how to get an initial-value solution of the three-dimensional scat- 
tering function in slab geometry, which permits us to compute numerically 
with the aid of high-speed digital computer. Let the reflection integral 
operator for the atmosphere of geometrical thickness z be denoted by 
where d{’ = d.y’ dv’ . . 
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On making use of the integral operator, the upwelling intensity of 
radiation at level z is expressed as 
Zf(r, !a)= R(r, f2j.r(r’, Q’). (17) 
On passing to the limit z = zI at the top and recalling the boundary con- 
dition (3), Eq. (17) results in 
Upon differentiation of Eq. (17) with respect to z, recalling Eqs. (9) and 
(15), we get 
g (r, L-2). z-(r’, Q’) 
=$-+2)-R(r,Q)f+2) 
=[M++(,-,n).R(r’,SZ’)+M+-(t,n)+R(r,Q).M-t(z,S2’) 
. R(r”, f?“)+ R(r, f2).Mm -(z, Q’)] .l-(r”‘, Q”). (19) 
In Eq. (19) the differential operator is defined by 
g (r, 52). fir’, 0’) 
. j-(x’, y’, z; i-2’) d[’ dQ’, 
where S(X - x’, y - y’; Q, 52’; z) = S(x, y; x', y’; L&Q’; Z) and 
; S(x, y; x’, y’; 52, 52’; 2) 
=~+tanBcos++~+tanB’cos)‘~ 
z 
as 
+ tan 8 sin 4 - 
al 
+ tan 8’ sin 4’ S ayy” (21) 
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4. THE CAUCHY SYSTEM FOR SCATTERING FUWTIONS 
On recalling Eqs. (3), (9), and (16), passing to the limit 2 = Z, . after 
some manipulations, Eq. (20) results in the Riccati type of an integro-dif- 
ferential equation for the scattering function S(x, y; !I& Q,; :, ), 
Equation (22) is the requisite initial-value solution for the searchlight 
problem under consideration, which permits us to compute the numerical 
values with the aid of a modern digital computer. It should be solved sub- 
ject to the initial condition, 
3-Y. .I’; p, 4; I”(), $0; 0) = 4APP’o 6(x) 4 y1. (23) 
Equation (22) is similar in form to that given by Matsumoto [ 131 in the 
stationary case, whereas in the case of the two-dimensional slab bounded 
by the absorbing media it reduces to that given by Romanova [6], 
The reciprocity principle for the scattering function takes the form 
In the case of the cylindrical geometry, let z and p be, respectively, the 
altitude measured from the underlying reflecting surface and the radius in 
the horizontal plane, and furthermore let 0 and 4 be, respectively, the 
colatitude of the unit vector and the azimuth, whereas ‘Y denotes the 
absolute value of difference between 4 and &,. For the searchlight problem 
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in the inhomogeneous slab the equation of transfer appropriate to the 
above case takes the form 
az 
cos 0,+sin 8c0s Y c+isinesin Y 
z dP P 
(2&-g) 
where LY(Z, p, 4) and C$Z, p, 4) are, respectively, the inhomogeneous 
monochromatic volume attenuation and scattering coefficients, and further- 
more the source function Z is written as 
(26) 
where y(p, CD; $, !P’) is a phase function that is constant throughout the 
atmosphere. Equation (25) should be solved subject to the boundary con- 
ditions 
where 
O<P, OGp61, O<bo (or !P)627r, and po60. 
For the sake -of simplicity, the atmospheric optical properties are 
assumed to be vertically inhomogeneous. 
On adding to the upper boundary z = zl a flat layer of infinitesimally 
small thickness z whose optical properties are different from those of the 
original medium, the diffuse reflecting power is changed. Then, via the 
invariant imbedding procedure (cf. Bellman el al. [lo]), i.e., by 
enumerating each contribution to the change, after somewhat elaborate 
manipulations, we get an initial-value solution of the diffuse reflection in 
the vertically inhomogeneous atmosphere (cf. Ueno [ 1 l)), 
+i(tanBsin !P-tan8,sinrp,)($-Z$)+a(z,)(t+-!-)S 
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x -jq -p’, v; pn, .,) 
d/i’ 
~s(z,,~‘;~“, cu..;~~,01)~‘dp’drpb~d~~d~ 
1 
. (29) 
where the initial condition is given by 
The principle of reciprocity is defined by 
SC=, 7Pi PL, YY; PO. 40) = S(z,, p; p’o. 40 + n; p, Y). (31) 
Equations (22) and (24) for the scattering functions together with the 
initial conditions (23) and (30) may be numerically computed via several 
approximation procedures, i.e., the moment equation method (cf. 
Romanova [6]), the asymptotic method (cf. Romanova [S]), the method 
of small angle approximation (cf. Romanova [6] ), the adding method (cf. 
Ode11 and Weinman [19]; Ueno and Mukai [20]), the method of finite 
orders of scattering and surface reflection (cf. Bellman et al. [2 1 ] ), and 
others. We are presently performing the numerical simulation of the above 
Cauchy system with the aid of the method of successive orders of surface 
reflection. 
5. DISCUSSION 
In the present paper the integral operator method is applied to the 
searchlight problem for vertically inhomogeneous, anisotropically scatter- 
ing slab atmospheres bounded by the diffuse reflector. Furthermore, it is 
shown that an invariant imbedding approach to the searchlight problem in 
cylindrical geometry gives an analytically nonlinear form of the requisite 
scattering function. The computational procedure of estimating numerically 
the diffuse reflection of the searchlight beam will be given later. 
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